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10. Soviet MIG's fly from Tatungkou to Mukden: Eight "allied" MIG-15's flew from Tatungkou on the Korean border to Mukden on 16 February, and a similar flight was noted in the late afternoon of the 19th. The reporting agency comments that these flights are not designated as moves, and Soviet MIG-15's are known to be based at Tatungkou. (SUDE 6920th Security Group, Johnson AB Japan, SG 429, 19 Feb 52)
Comment: A recently observed shift in the flight pattern of MIG's over Korea suggests that some enemy planes are now flying to combat from fields in the interior of Manohuria and are staging through Tatungkou or Antung. Flights of Soviet MIG's from Tatungkou to Mukden, never previously noted, may be part of this new flight pattern.